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Pete's Dragon

Pete has a friend and protector in the huge green dragon Elliot. But when they are discovered in the
forest, Pete must find a way to protect Elliot in return. A boy and his dragon find friendship,
adventure, and a place to belong in this junior novel based on the upcoming Walt Disney Studios
film, Pete's Dragon.
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Many years ago Disney made a film called PETE'S DRAGON. The movie was loved by many.There
is new version coming to theaters shortly. The new story is different but just as endearing to those
who love the original.I enjoyed reading this book based on the new movie of PETE'S DRAGON. It
had all the adventure, love, compassion, and friendship of the first one. The story was very different
and an excellent read.The story begins as Pete and his parents are involved in a car accident. The
accident leaves him an orphan and this is where Elliot the dragon comes in to take care of Pete.The
adventure continues as Elliot is captured and it appears to be a hopeless situation until Pete and his
friends save Elliot.The author wrote excellent descriptive passages and it will give the reader such
imaginative scenery and episodes in their heads as they read. You can see the fear, excitement,
determination, suspense,happiness, and recalling on the minds of the characters.Pete finds a new
family and so does Elliot.I believe this book is not only a great independent read but also one that
can be read with a child and enjoyed together.*I received this for review - all opinions are my own*

My daughter has been reading this book and is really enjoying it so far. She is going into 3rd grade
and has really grown to love reading. We are doing summer reading but this one I purchased for her
because of the movie tie in and the pictures. We can't wait until the movie comes out and she is
already asking if I think things will be the same as in the book compared to the movie. The books
are always better I keep trying to tell her. I love that she is so interested in reading and its books like
these that keep it up.Please let me know if my review helped you make your decision one way or
the other =)

Received a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review, and I'm delight to report it's a win in
our house! The perfect chapter book to tackle with my young reader this summer and a super way
to help my kids get excited about this sweet tale of a movie! Grab it :)

I thought this was a pretty good book for younger readers. It's an exciting book with developed,
engaging characters. The author has made some good points without being overly dramatic about
it. Note: I have read the book without seeing the movie.

One of the things I love about Disney movies, are the movie tie-in edition books. PETE'S DRAGON
is a fabulous junior novel, that brings the movie to life within the pages of this book. Featuring 8
pages of pictures from the movie, this book is perfect for fans of the movie, and those who've not
yet seen it. It's a great way to introduce a whole new generation of readers to some Disney classics.
Written for a target audience for 9-12 year olds, fans of all ages will enjoy this companion to the new
live action movie, PETE'S DRAGON. On a side note, I absolutely love this cover.

Used this as a bedtime read-aloud for my 6 and 3 year old duo....before we saw the movie. It kept
them (for the most part) interested, and excited to talk about the characters and what was going on,
how each character was feeling and why, etc. Good transition from picture to story book... The
movie pics at end helped. I only figured out they were there as we were finishing the book (mommy
fail). I loved the story as a kid and was happy to share it with my kids.

Pete's Dragon is a amazing Book filled with intent characters and a well thought story line . You'll
get hooked to the characters By the first chapter and is good for all ages ! I hilly recommend it.

This book was like "brand new" not "used" as advertised. The price was so low and 8 pages of

pictures from the movie was an added plus. It's such a great story and one I will read to my
grandchildren. I loved it and would buy from this store again.
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